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CLINICAL STUDY

Blue cone
monochromatism:
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assessment with
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Aim To perform a detailed clinical and
psychophysical assessment of the members of
three British families affected with blue cone
monochromatism (BCM), and to determine the
molecular basis of disease in these families.
Methods Affected and unaffected
members of three families with BCM were
examined clinically and underwent
electrophysiological and detailed
psychophysical testing. Blood samples were
taken for DNA extraction. The strategy for
molecular analysis was to amplify the coding
regions of the long wavelength-sensitive (L)
and middle wavelength-sensitive (M) cone
opsin genes and the upstream locus control
region by polymerase chain reaction, and to
examine these fragments for mutations by
direct sequencing.
Results We have confirmed the reported
finding of protan-like D-15 arrangements of
patients with BCM. In addition, we have
demonstrated that the Mollon–Reffin (MR)
Minimal test is a useful colour-discrimination
test to aid in the diagnosis of BCM. Affected
males were shown to fail the protan and
deutan axes, but retained good discrimination
on the tritan axis of the MR test, a compelling
evidence for residual colour vision in BCM.
This residual tritan discrimination was also
readily detected with HRR plates. In two
families, psychophysical testing demonstrated
evidence for progression of disease. In two
pedigrees, BCM could be linked to unequal
crossovers within the opsin gene array that
resulted in a single 50 -L/M-30 hybrid gene, with

an inactivating Cys203Arg mutation. The
causative mutations were not identified in the
third family.
Conclusions The MR test is a useful method
of detecting BCM across a wide range of age
groups; residual tritan colour discrimination is
clearly demonstrated and allows BCM to be
distinguished from rod monochromatism.
BCM is usually classified as a stationary cone
dysfunction syndrome; however, two of our
families show evidence of progression. This is
the first report of progression associated with a
genotype consisting of a single 50 -L/M-30
hybrid gene carrying an inactivating mutation.
We have confirmed that the Cys203Arg
inactivating mutation is a common sequence
change in blue cone monochromats.
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Introduction
In order to derive colour vision, the normal
human visual system compares the rate of
quantum catches in three classes of cone, the short
(S or blue) wavelength-sensitive, middle (M or
green) wavelength-sensitive and long (L or red)
wavelength-sensitive cones, which are maximally
sensitive to light at 430, 535, and 565 nm,
respectively. This triad of cone types provides the
physiological substrate for trichromacy.1–3
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Each cone class contains its own visual pigment
composed of an opsin protein linked by a Schiff base to
the chromophore retinal. In humans, the L- and M-opsins
are encoded by genes on the X chromosome, and the Sopsin by a gene located on chromosome 7.4 There exist
three types of inherited colour vision deficiency in which
vision is dichromatic; each type corresponds to a
selective defect in one of the three receptor
mechanisms.1,2 Protanopia and deuteranopia are
characterised by defects of the red- and green-sensitive
mechanisms, respectively. They are among the common
X-linked disorders of colour vision whose association
with alterations in the visual pigment gene cluster at
Xq28 identified those genes as encoding the red- and
green-sensitive visual pigments.4,5 The wild-type
arrangement of the L- and M-opsin genes consists of a
head-to-tail tandem array of two or more repeat units of
39 kb on chromosome Xq28 that are 98% identical at the
DNA level.5 This high level of identity would appear to
pre-dispose the L and M-opsin genes to unequal interand intragenic recombination. Transcriptional regulation
of the L and M genes is controlled by an upstream locus
control region (LCR).6 In contrast, tritanopia is an
autosomal dominant disorder that is characterised
by a selective defect of the blue-sensitive mechanism
and is due to dominant mutations in the S-cone
opsin gene.
Blue cone monochromatism (BCM), or X-linked
incomplete achromatopsia, is a rare congenital stationary
cone dysfunction syndrome, affecting less than 1 in
100 000 individuals, characterised by the absence of Land M-cone function.2 Thus, blue-cone monochromats
possess rod vision and a normal short-wavelengthsensitive cone mechanism. Photopic vision is mediated
by the blue cones, and without a comparison between
different classes of the cone photoreceptor, affected
individuals are reported to have poor colour
discrimination. Mutations in the L- and M-opsin gene
array that result in the lack of functional L- and Mpigments, and thus inactivate the corresponding cones,
have been identified in the majority of BCM cases
studied.6,7
As in rod monochromacy (RM), BCM typically
presents with reduced visual acuity, pendular
nystagmus, and photophobia. Visual acuity is of the
order of 6/24–6/60. Eccentric fixation may be present
and myopia is a common finding.8 BCM is distinguished
from RM via psychophysical or electrophysiological
testing. The photopic electroretinogram (ERG) is
profoundly reduced in both, but the S-cone ERG is well
preserved in BCM.9 BCM patients have high
Farnsworth–Munsell 100-Hue scores, but have fewer
errors in the vertical (tritan) axis when compared to RM.
At the molecular level, mutation analyses have proved

highly efficient at establishing the molecular basis for
BCM.6,7 The mutations in the L- and M-opsin gene array
that cause BCM fall into two classes. In the first class, a
normal L- and M-opsin gene array is inactivated by a
deletion in the LCR, located upstream of the L-opsin
gene. A deletion in this region would appear to abolish
transcription of all genes in the opsin gene array and
therefore inactivates both L- and M-cones.10 In the
second class of mutations, the LCR is preserved, but
changes within the L- and M-pigment gene array lead to
loss of functional pigment production. The most common
genotype in this class consists of a single inactivated L/
M hybrid gene. The first step in this second mechanism is
thought to be unequal crossing over that reduces the
number of genes in the array to one, followed by a
mutation that inactivates the remaining gene. A frequent
inactivating mutation that has been described is the
thymine-to-cytosine transition at nucleotide 648, which
results in a cysteine-to-arginine substitution at codon 203,
a mutation known to disrupt the folding of cone opsin
molecules.11
Our aim was to perform a detailed clinical and
psychophysical assessment of members of three British
families affected with BCM, and subsequently to
determine the molecular basis of BCM in these families.
Patients and methods
Affected and unaffected members of three families with
BCM were examined clinically and underwent
psychophysical and electrophysiological testing. After
informed consent was obtained, blood samples were
taken, genomic DNA was isolated from whole blood
using an extraction kit (NucleonsBiosciences), and
molecular genetic analysis was performed.
Clinical assessment
The pedigrees of the families studied can be seen in
Figures 1a–c. A full medical and ophthalmic history was
taken in all examined members. A full ophthalmological
examination was performed. All affected individuals had
an ERG performed. Adults had an ERG that conformed
to the ISCEV standard, but the children had a modified
protocol using skin electrodes. Colour vision testing
included the use of Hardy, Rand and Rittler (HRR)
plates, SPP2 plates for acquired colour deficiency,
Farnsworth–Munsell (FM) 100-hue test, Farnsworth D15, the Mollon-Reffin (MR) minimal test,12 a
computerised colour vision test,13,14 and anomaloscopy.
The FM 100-hue, Farnsworth D-15 and the MR test
were all performed under CIE Standard Illuminant C
from a MacBeth Easel lamp. The MR minimal test is a
saturation discrimination-type test.12 The caps used in
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this test are of a similar design to those in the D-15 and
FM 100-hue tests. The test features a series of caps that lie
along protan, deutan, and tritan lines, respectively. In
addition, there is one demonstration cap, which does not
lie along a dichromatic confusion axis. The remainder of
the caps are all neutral, but have varying lightness (there
are a total of nine grey caps). The examiner places one
coloured cap among a group of neutral caps and asks the

Figure 1 Family pedigrees showing X-linked recessive inheritance pattern. Affected males are represented by filled-in
symbols, carrier females by a central black dot. (a) Family A:
Subject III:2 is deuteranomalous and her father is reported to be
red-green colour blind. This is represented by a shaded
quadrant. (b) Family B (c) Family C.

subject to tap the side of the cap that is coloured. The
coloured caps vary in their saturation, so the severity of
the defect can be assessed. It can be performed by
children as young as 5 years.
Molecular genetic analysis
The underlying strategy for molecular analysis was to
amplify the coding regions of the L- and M-cone opsin
genes and the upstream LCR by PCR, and to examine
these fragments for mutations by direct sequencing.
Exonic sequences of the L- and M-genes are 98%
identical at the nucleotide level and, although there may
be less evolutionary pressure for intronic sequences to
remain stable, the introns of the two genes have also
remained almost identical (499.9% identical at the
nucleotide level). It was not possible, therefore, to design
PCR primers that amplify only L- or only M-opsin exonic
fragments from genomic DNA. Consequently, the primer
pairs used in this study amplified L and M sequences
simultaneously, and individual nucleotide differences
between the genes were subsequently utilised for
differentiation between the genes in sequence analysis.
(i) PCR amplification of the L- and M- opsin genes:
Intronic forward and reverse PCR primers (Table 1) were
designed to amplify the LCR, and all six exons of the Land M-genes from genomic DNA. LCR primers were
designed based on the published sequence,10 and
encompassed the LCR core sequence. Primer pairs that
would co-amplify both L- and M-opsin exonic sequences
were designed within each intron approximately 50 bp
from the intron–exon junction, in order that the whole of
each exon, some flanking DNA, and the splice sites were
amplified. The design of these primers was based on the
published sequences of the L- and M-opsin genes
sequence.5 PCR reactions (50 ml) were performed as
follows: 1  NH4 buffer, 1 mM MgCl2, 200 mM each

Table 1 Primers for amplification of the LCR and L/R exons 1 to 6
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Primer name

Sequence

LCR1 þ
LCR1L/M.Ex1F
L/M.Ex1R
L/M.Ex2F
L/M.Ex2R
L/M.Ex3F
L/M.Ex3R
L/M.Ex4F
L/M.Ex4R
L/M.Ex5F
L/M.Ex5R
L/M.Ex6F
L/M.Ex6R

50 -ggcaaatggccaaatggt-30
50 -ccatgctatttggaagcc-30
50 -ggtgggaggaggaggtctaa-30
50 -ggtggcccccagtgcagcc-30
50 -ggtatagacaggcggtgctg-30
50 -gtgaatgagtggtttccgcc-30
50 -gtctaagcaggacagtgggaagctttgctt-30
50 -taaggtcacagagtctgacc-30
50 -acaaaccccacccgagttgg-30
50 -aggagtctcagtggactcat-30
50 -cctctcctcctccccacaac-30
50 -caggtggggccatcactgca-30
50 -agggaaggctcgggcacgta-30
50 -gataaattacatttattttacaggg-30

Ta1C

Product size (bp)

49

884

64

334

60

400

60

302

58

340

62

402

60

283
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dNTP, 10 pmols each of sense and antisense primers,
200 ng-1 mg DNA, 1 U BioTaq, X ml dH2O F with the
exception that the concentrations of MgCl2 used in LCR,
exon 3 and 6 PCR reactions were optimised at 0.5 mM,
0.5 mM and 2 mM respectively F and with annealing at
the exon-specific temperatures (Table 1). PCR products
were visualised by electrophoresis using low melting
temperature agarose gel. Target products were then
excised and eluted.
(ii) Mutation analysis of the PCR-amplified exons and
LCR was carried out by direct sequencing using a cyclesequencing kit. After ethanol precipitation, the DNA
products were analysed on an ABI 373A automated DNA
sequencer and examined for alterations, utilising
Sequencing Analysis (ABI PrismTM) and GeneWorksTM
software.

Results
Phenotype
Family A (Figure 1a) Patient III:3FThis 7-year-old boy
(proband) was originally seen at 1 year of age. He was
found to have horizontal pendular nystagmus, normal
fundi, and clear media. A family history of nystagmus,
photophobia, and ‘colour blindness’ affecting males of
the family, including his grandfather (I:1) and male
cousin (III:1), was established. ERG testing revealed
absent cone responses, but normal rod responses.
He had a visual acuity of 3/36 in each eye with his
myopic correction. Psychophysical testing on the MR test
and HRR plates revealed reasonable discrimination only
along the tritan axis. On computerised testing, his colourdiscrimination ellipses were oriented along the angle that
one would expect of someone making colour
discriminations based on a comparison of quantum
catches in the rods and S-cones.
Patient I:1FThis 60-year-old man was found to have a
visual acuity of 6/36 in the right eye and 6/60 in the left.
He was found to have clear lenses and mild macular
retinal pigment epithelial (RPE) changes. As a child, he
had obvious nystagmus, but this had improved
throughout life, to the point that it was not at all
noticeable. He felt that his vision had continued to slowly
deteriorate throughout life. Cone ERG responses were
absent, but rod responses were normal. On the basis of
his results on the HRR plates, the D-15, the MR minimal
test, and Nagel anomaloscope, it was concluded that he
had no residual colour vision.
His 12-year-old grandson (III:1) had a visual acuity of
6/60 in the right eye and 6/36 in the left and displayed
evidence of residual colour discrimination. He had clear
media and normal fundi. He showed reasonable
discrimination along both the tritan line of MR test and

also on the SPP2 tritan plates. He displayed a protan
ordering of the D-15. On computerised testing his
ellipses were oriented along the angle that is expected for
colour discriminations based solely upon a comparison
of quantum catches in the rods and the S-cones (Figures 2,
4 and 5).
Patient III:2FThis 14-year-old daughter of II:2 was
asymptomatic. On the Nagel anomaloscope, she was
found to be deuteranomalous. On the MR minimal test,
she showed good discrimination on the tritan axis, but
was badly impaired on both protan and deutan axes.
Patients II:2 and II:3 were both asymptomatic, and on
detailed psychophysical testing were found to have
normal colour vision. The father of patients III:1 and III:2
was not available for psychophysical testing, but was
reported to be ‘colour blind’.
A consistent psychophysical hypothesis from these
observations would be that the proband III:3 and III:1
have inherited from their maternal grandfather I:1, via
their mothers, an X-chromosome with an altered opsin
array that has led to BCM. III:2 has also inherited this
altered X-chromosome from her mother, and an
X-chromosome that leads to a deuteranomalous
phenotype from her father. Since III:3 and III:1 both have
some residual colour discrimination and their
grandfather has none, it would appear that their
condition is not stationary. III:3 and III:1 can be labelled
blue-cone monochromats, whereas their grandfather
behaves as a rod monochromat, presumably as a result of
continued S-cone loss. The lack of colour vision seen in
the grandfather is highly unlikely to be due to lenticular
changes, since his lenses were found to be clear.

Figure 2 Patient III:1 (Family A): Colour-discrimination ellipse,
oriented along the angle that would be expected with someone
making colour discriminations based upon a comparison of
quantum catches in the rods and the S-cones.
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Family B (Figure 1b) Patient III:2FThis 12-year-old boy
(proband) originally presented with pendular
nystagmus, poor visual acuity (6/24 in both eyes), and
myopia. Ocular media were clear with normal fundi.
ERG revealed absent cone but normal rod responses. On
psychophysical testing, the anomaloscope and Sloan’s
test for achromatopsia suggested a rod-dominated
spectral sensitivity function. On the D-15, he showed the
protan-like pattern reported for BCM by Weis &
Biersdorf.15 On the computer test, he failed completely
on the protan and deutan lines, but scored nearly
normally along the tritan line, which modulates the blue
cones. In addition, his ellipses were well aligned to the
theoretical S-cone/rod confusion axis, consistent with the
mechanism whereby colour discriminations are based
upon a comparison between rod and S-cone quantum
catches (Figures 3–5). Exactly the same pattern was
exhibited on the MR minimalist test: he could not find
saturated protan and deutan probes among the grey
distractors, but could find the least saturated tritan cap.
On the SPP2 plates for acquired colour deficiencies, he
passed the plates that are failed by those with purely
scotopic vision (RM).
Patient III:1FThis 14-year-old brother of the proband
also presented with pendular nystagmus, poor visual
acuity (6/24 in the right eye and 6/36 in the left), myopia,
and photophobia. Ocular media were clear with normal
fundi. ERG revealed absent cone responses but normal
rod function. He showed reasonable discrimination only
along the tritan axis on HRR testing. He declined further
psychophysical testing.
Patient II:1FThe 50-year-old mother of III:1 and III:2
was asymptomatic. ERG and colour vision testing was
normal.

Figure 3 Patient III:2 (Family B): Colour-discrimination ellipse,
well aligned to the theoretical S-cone/rod confusion axis, and
consistent with the mechanism whereby colour discriminations
are based on a comparison between rod and S-cone quantum
catches.

Eye

Patient I:1FThe maternal grandfather of the
propositus was said to have had poor eyesight since birth
and to have always had great problems with colour
vision. The grandfather had an elder brother who had
also worn glasses and had suffered with poor vision
since infancy. Both were deceased at the time of
investigation.
Family C (Figure 1c) Patient V:4 This 7-year-old boy
(proband) originally presented as an infant with
nystagmus and photophobia. His current visual acuity
was recorded at 6/24 in both eyes. He had clear ocular
media with normal fundi. He had a family history of
nystagmus, poor visual acuity, and colour vision
affecting males of the family including his grandfather

Figure 4 Normal subject: A typical colour-discrimination
ellipse for a normal trichromat. The subject’s thresholds are
plotted as filled circles in the CIE 1974 chromaticity diagram.

Figure 5 Rod monochromacy: The results of a rod monochromat. Note that the subject fails to discriminate almost all of
the most saturated stimuli along each axis tested.
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36 in both eyes, with no nystagmus. He complained of
poor vision since childhood and that he had always had
trouble with colour vision. He had clear lenses and
normal fundi. Little residual colour vision could be
detected. On the MR minimal test, he failed completely
on all the three axes with both eyes. On anomaloscopy, he
behaved like an achromat.
Patients IV:6 and IV:7FBoth are asymptomatic and
have entirely full colour vision on detailed testing.
Since the grandfather (III:10), uncle (IV:1), and two
grandchildren (V:4 and V:5) share the same genotype, the
condition appears to be progressive. The children show a
residual colour discrimination that is lacking in both
older men. There is convincing psychophysical evidence
to suggest that the children have functional S-cones. The
loss of residual colour vision seen in the two older men in
this family is highly unlikely to be due to lenticular
changes alone, since the lenses were found to be either
clear (IV:1) or only minimally yellow (III:10). A markedly
yellow lens would be required to result in any significant
loss of colour vision and such yellowing would be
unlikely to result in the degree of loss of tritan function
seen in this family.

(III:10) and uncle (IV:1). ERG revealed absent cone
responses but normal rod function. On the D-15, he
showed confusions characteristic of congenital red-green
deficiency or BCM rather than a scotopic axis (RM). On
the MR minimal test, he failed the protan and deutan
axes, but discriminated on the tritan axis. On the HRR
plates, he passed all the tritan plates and failed all the
protan/deutan plates.
Patient V:5 This 6-year-old boy had nystagmus and a
visual acuity of 6/36 in the right eye and 6/24 in the left.
He had clear ocular media with normal fundi. On the MR
test, he failed the protan and deutan axes, but
discriminated well on the tritan axis. Computerised
testing corroborated these findings; he failed completely
on the deutan line and discriminated very poorly on the
protan line, which hold almost constant the blue cone
signal, but scored almost normally along the tritan line,
which modulates the blue cones.
Patient III:10 This 70-year-old grandfather of V:4 and
V:5 has had poor vision and nystagmus since childhood.
The nystagmus had become less prominent over time. He
felt that his vision had gradually deteriorated since
childhood. He had early lens opacities with minimal
yellowing of the lens and mild macular RPE changes.
ERG revealed absent cone responses and normal rod
function. On detailed psychophysical testing, there was
little evidence of any residual colour vision. On
anomaloscopy, he displayed the classical brightnessmatching function of an achromat. On the D-15, his
responses were anarchic. He failed all plates on the SPP2
series. On the MR minimal test, he failed the protan and
deutan axes completely, but did show some residual
discrimination on the tritan axis, detecting the most
saturated cap.
Patient IV:1 This 50-year-old man who is registered
partially sighted was found to have a visual acuity of 6/

Genotype
A number of PCR primer pairs was used to amplify the
X-linked L- and M-opsin genes that underlie the L- and
M-pigments and the LCR that controls the opsin gene
array. The identification of L- or M-opsin gene depends
on a number of sequence differences that are confined to
exons 2–5.
Family A Sequence analysis demonstrated the presence
of a single M-opsin gene in the array of the affected
subjects (Figure 6). However, no further alterations of this
gene were identified. Examination of the entire LCR

L
M
II:3
III:1

GTGGCAAAGCAGCAGAAAGAGTCTGAATCCACCCAGAAGGCAGAGAAGGAAGTGACGCGC 845
GTGGCAAAGCAGCAGAAAGAGTCTGAATCCACCCAGAAGGCAGAGAAGGAAGTGACGCGC
GTGGCAAAGCAGCAGAAAGAGTCTGAATCCACCCAGAAGGCAGAGAAGGAAGTGACGCGC
GTGGCAAAGCAGCAGAAAGAGTCTGAATCCACCCAGAAGGCAGAGAAGGAAGTGACGCGC

L
M
II:3
III:1

ATGGTGGTGGTGATGATCTTTGCGTACTGCGTCTGCTGGGGACCCTACACCTTCTTCGCA 905
ATGGTGGTGGTGATGGTCCTGGCATTCTGCTTCTGCTGGGGACCCTACGCCTTCTTCGCA
ATGGTGGTGGTGATGNTCNTNGCNTNCTGCNTCTGCTGGGGACCCTACNCCTTCTTCGCA
ATGGTGGTGGTGATGGTCCTGGCATTCTGCTTCTGCTGGGGACCCTACGCCTTCTTCGCA

L
M
II:3
III:1

TGCTTTGCTGCTGCCAACCCTGGTTACGCCTTCCACCCTTTGATGGCTGCCCTGCCGGCC 965
TGCTTTGCTGCTGCCAACCCTGGCTACCCCTTCCACCCTTTGATGGCTGCCCTGCCGGCC
TGCTTTGCTGCTGCCAACCCTGGCTACNCCTTCCACCCTTTGATGGCTGCCCTGCCGGCC
TGCTTTGCTGCTGCCAACCCTGGCTACCCCTTCCACCCTTTGATGGCTGCCCTGCCGGCC

L
M
II:3
III:1

TACTTTGCCAAAAGTGCCACTATCTACAACCCCGTTATCTATGTCTTTATGAACCGGCAG 1025
TTCTTTGCCAAAAGTGCCACTATCTACAACCCCGTTATCTATGTCTTTATGAACCGGCAG
TNCTTTGCCAAAAGTGCCACTATCTACAACCCCGTTATCTATGTCTTTATGAACCGGCAG
TTCTTTGCCAAAAGTGCCACTATCTACAACCCCGTTATCTATGTCTTTATGAACCGGCAG



  








Figure 6 Comparison of the sequences of exon 5 of the L and M opsin genes with the sequences from II:3 (obligate female carrier) and
III:1 (affected male) of family A. Differences between the L and M sequences are indicated by arrowheads. N indicates the presence of
both L and M nucleotides at that position in II:3.
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revealed an unaltered sequence. The mutational basis of
the colour vision defect in this family remains uncertain.
Family B Sequence representing only the L gene was
present for exons 2–4, while for exon 5 only sequence of
the M gene was observed. This is consistent with the
presence of only a single 50 -L/M-30 hybrid gene in
affected members of family B in their opsin array.
Moreover, alignment of exon 4 of the hybrid gene in
these individuals with wild-type exon 4 sequence
showed that this opsin gene carries the previously
reported T-C nucleotide alteration which encodes the
Cys203Arg substitution (Figures 7 and 9). Sequence
analysis of obligate carriers demonstrated that both
L- and M-opsin genes are present in the opsin gene
array and that the T-C transition in exon 4 is also
carried in the L-opsin genes in these individuals.
Family C Affected individuals of family C also carry
the Cys203Arg mutation within a single 50 -L/M-30
hybrid gene in the array. In this case, the crossover
between the L- and M-genes, which is required for
generation of the hybrid gene, occurred within exon 3
(Figures 8 and 9).

Figure 7 Sequence electropherograms for part of exon 4 from
(a) III:1 (affected male) of family B and (b) normal male. Note
T-C nucleotide alteration in III:1 which results in the
Cys203Arg amino acid substitution.

Discussion
Congenital. achromatopsia can be classified into three
categories. (i) Typical rod monochromats (complete
achromatopsia) have normal rod function, but lack all
sensitivity mediated by cone pigments. (ii) Atypical rod
monochromats (incomplete achromatopsia) have some
residual cone function and consequently have better
visual acuity and some residual colour vision. (iii) Bluecone monochromats have rod and blue-cone function.
Clinically, individuals in all the three categories share a
number of features. They have poor visual acuity,
pendular nystagmus, photophobia, and in the majority of
cases fundoscopy is unremarkable. Regardless of
category, rod monochromats classically have very poor
or no colour discrimination, and on a Farnsworth D-15 or
FM 100 Hue test show no clear axis, and therefore no
preference for confusing any subset of hues. Blue-cone
monochromats can be distinguished from both types of
rod monochromats by psychophysical threshold testing
or electroretinographic studies at different
wavelengths.2,9 Classification can also be aided by family

Figure 9 Diagrammatic representations of the genotypes of
Families B and C.



L
M
III:10
IV:1

GGATCACAGGTCTCTGGTCTCTGGCCATCATTTCCTGGGAGAGGTGGCTGGTGGTGTGCA 510
GGATCACAGGTCTCTGGTCTCTGGCCATCATTTCCTGGGAGAGGTGGATGGTGGTGTGCA
GGATCACAGGTCTCTGGTCTCTGGCCATCATTTCCTGGGAGAGGTGGCTGGTGGTGTGCA
GGATCACAGGTCTCTGGTCTCTGGCCATCATTTCCTGGGAGAGGTGGCTGGTGGTGTGCA

L
M
III:10
IV:1

AGCCCTTTGGCAATGTGAGATTTGATGCCAAGCTGGCCATCGTGGGCATTGCCTTCTCCT 570
AGCCCTTTGGCAATGTGAGATTTGATGCCAAGCTGGCCATCGTGGGCATTGCCTTCTCCT
AGCCCTTTGGCAATGTGAGATTTGATGCCAAGCTGGCCATCGTGGGCATTGCCTTCTCCT
AGCCCTTTGGCAATGTGAGATTTGATGCCAAGCTGGCCATCGTGGGCATTGCCTTCTCCT

L
M
III:10
IV:1

GGATCTGGTCTGCTGTGTGGACAGCCCCGCCCATCTTTGGTTGGAGCAG
GGATCTGGGCTGCTGTGTGGACAGCCCCGCCCATCTTTGGTTGGAGCAG
GGATCTGGGCTGCTGTGTGGACAGCCCCGCCCATCTTTGGTTGGAGCAG
GGATCTGGGCTGCTGTGTGGACAGCCCCGCCCATCTTTGGTTGGAGCAG



619

Figure 8 Comparisons of the sequences of exon 3 of the L and M opsin genes with the sequences from III:10 (affected) and IV:1
(affected) of family C. Differences between the L and M sequences are indicated by arrowheads.
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history, because BCM is inherited as an X-linked
recessive trait, whereas both types of rod monochromacy
are autosomal recessive.
Rod monochromats cannot make colour judgements,
but rather will use brightness cues to differentiate
between colours. When confronted with tasks where
luminance cues cannot be used, these patients perform
very poorly indeed (eg FM 100 hue scores are very high,
D-15 arrangement patterns are characteristic and ordered
along a scotopic axis). This contrasts with blue-cone
monochromats who do have access to colour
discrimination, though this does depend upon the
luminance of the task: at mesopic levels, they have
rudimentary dichromatic colour discrimination based
upon a comparison of the quantum catches obtained by
the rods and the S-cones, with their neutral point lying at
about 460–470 nm.16,17 Hue discrimination is reported to
deteriorate with increasing luminance.18 Blue-cone
monochromats may be distinguished from rod
monochromats by means of colour vision testing: bluecone monochromats are reported to display fewer errors
along the vertical axis in the 100-Hue test (fewer tritan
errors), and they may also display protan-like ordering
patterns on the D-15.15 In addition, the Berson plates are
claimed to provide a good separation of blue cone
monochromats from rod monochromats.19,20 In our case
series, we have confirmed the previously reported
finding of protan-like patterns on D-15 testing of patients
with BCM.15 It should be noted, however, that this
finding is not necessarily indicative of colour
discrimination, since it is possible that BCM individuals
order the chips of this test according to their relative
lightness to the S-cone mechanism.21 Relevant to this is
our demonstration that affected males also retain
reasonable discrimination on the tritan axis of the MR
test. Since this test utilises lightness randomisation, it
should not be possible for those with BCM to
discriminate the target chips by lightness cues.
Furthermore, those patients who were examined with a
computer-controlled saturation discrimination task
displayed discrimination ellipses with major axes well
aligned to the theoretical S-cone/rod confusion axis. This
provides additional evidence that it is possible to derive
colour discrimination at low photopic levels via a
comparison of quantum catches in the S-cones and rods,
as has been suggested previously.16,18 It is proposed that
the latter two tests, which are suitable for use in children,
can be readily employed in probing the differential
diagnosis of congenital achromatopsia.
BCM is generally accepted to be a stationary cone
dysfunction syndrome, although Fleischman and
O’Donnell reported one BCM family with macular
atrophy and noted a slight deterioration of visual acuity
and colour vision during a 12-year follow-up period, as

well as pigmentary changes in the fovea.22 There are two
further reports of individuals with BCM displaying a
progressive retinal degeneration; in both cases, the
genotype consisted of deletion of the LCR.6,23 In two of
our families (A and C), there has also been progression in
the severity of the condition. Since, in family A, the
children have normal tritan function, and their
grandfather has none, it would appear that the condition
is not stationary. The two children can be labelled bluecone monochromats, whereas their grandfather behaves
as a rod monochromat, presumably secondary to the
death of S-cones. In family C, the grandfather, uncle, and
two grandchildren share the same genotype. Since these
children show convincing psychophysical evidence that
S-cones are still surviving, whereas both older men in this
family lack residual colour discrimination, the condition
also appears to be progressive in this family. Moreover,
the genotype identified in this family of a single 50 -L/M30 hybrid gene with an inactivating mutation differs from
previous reports of progression, where an LCR deletion
was present. There is, therefore, no consistent genotype
associated with progression of BCM.
Combined results of previous studies6,7,23,24 provide
evidence for the general conclusion, first put forward by
Nathans et al,6 that there are different mutational
pathways to BCM. The data suggest that 40% of bluecone monochromat genotypes are the result of a one-step
mutational pathway that leads to deletion of the LCR.
The remaining 60% of blue-cone monochromat
genotypes comprise a heterogeneous group of multi-step
pathways. The evidence thus far shows that many of
these multi-step pathways produce visual pigment genes
that carry the inactivating Cys203Arg mutation. In our
study, the genetic mechanism identified was unequal
recombination resulting in an array comprising a single
50 -L/M-30 hybrid gene carrying a Cys203Arg mutation
(Figure 9). This genotype has been reported as a cause of
BCM in earlier studies.6,7,24
The cysteine residue at position 203 of the L/M-opsin
protein is highly conserved among all visual pigments
and several other seven-transmembrane-spanning
receptors.25 This cysteine residue is located in the second
extracellular loop of the opsin and, together with a
conserved cysteine residue at position 126 in the first
extracellular loop, forms a disulphide bond necessary for
stabilisation of the tertiary structure of the protein.11 The
data presented here confirm the incidence of the
Cys203Arg mutation in BCM.
The affected subjects assessed in family A would
appear to possess only an M-opsin gene in the visual
pigment array, which would be expected to produce
dichromacy rather than monochromacy. Sequence
analysis failed to reveal a mutation in any of the six opsin
gene exons or the LCR. The diagnosis of BCM on clinical
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and psychophysical grounds is clear in this family, as is
the X-linked inheritance; so it would seem most likely
that the inactivating mutation in this case has not been
identified. Other studies have also failed to detect the
genetic alteration that would explain the BCM phenotype
in all assessed individuals.7,26 Indeed, Nathans et al7
reported nine subjects out of 33 individuals with BCM,
where the structure of the opsin array did not reveal the
genetic mechanism of the phenotype. It is therefore also
plausible that further genetic heterogeneity remains to be
identified in BCM.
In this report, we present the phenotypic and genotypic
findings in a case series of three families with BCM,
usually regarded as a stationary disorder. However, two
of our families demonstrate progression. Thus, it cannot
always be assumed that BCM will remain stationary. In
addition, it is not generally recognised that nystagmus
associated with BCM may become less prominent over
time, as has been observed in our study. We have also
demonstrated that the MR minimal test and HRR plates
are useful colour-discrimination tests to aid in the
diagnosis of BCM. Affected males repeatedly failed the
protan and deutan axes, but retained good discrimination
on the tritan axis of the MR test, whereas patients with
RM perform poorly along all the three axes. It is suggested
that this test can be readily employed in probing the
differential diagnosis of congenital achromatopsia.
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